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ganaging Colipli,ance.in School Organizations:
CompAative and Definitive Rules -

,Current thinking on the s ructuring of schools and subsequent

effects on teachers and studs:I-Its seems to contain conflicting

suggestions: On tlig one Lnd, a numbei of invest.igators have noted

the beneficial effects of schools 1th clear systems ef rules and

of

regulations governing students. The NIE Safe School Study concluded

that strict enforcement of school rules and strict control of'

'classroom.behavioT were associated with lower levels.of sChool

property loss. Further, student perception's of strictly enforced

rules were associated With low levels of student violeqce. (NIF, 1978)

In their fuAher analysis.of some of the Safe Sithool Study data,

Gottfredson 'and Daiger (1979) concluded that:

Additional evidence in our analyses suggests that when

schools Are run in clear, explicit ways, disruption is

lower. 14hen students reported that rule enforeement is

firm and clear, or that th rules

schOols e perience less disrupti

fair and clear, their.

Little evidence suggests

that student paOieipation in the generation of these rules

1

is a necessqry ingrOient. The essential elements appear

to be firm; clear, persistent, and evenhanded application

of rules. The results suggest, in short that misconduct

should not be ignored but shOuld be responded to in ways

that students can anticipate, and in a way which s4aiates

4

responses totacdemic performance from responses to

misconduct.
v
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Implementing the latrategy suggested here would invoqve the

conCerted effort of 4dminlitrators ar0 tyachei,s to 4rmulate

explicit rules and disciplinary policies, t5 make these

rules and policies,known, a'nd to ensure that these policies

are adheredto% The rules must not only be,clear,firmly

enforced, and equitably administerEd, but they'n-ust also
4

appetr to be so.to students. 169-470)

This positiOn suggests that schools must be responsive to%student

behavior by creatifikystemi of rules which cIea'rly define elle desired

and undesirable behaviors and which clearly spell out for ,students the

cod/sequences of undesirable behaVior.

-0n the other hand, observers of American scbools have also noted1

the increasing burea cratization of American education. Wis-e (1979)

"refers to this process as "hyperratio alization", the application of

pseudo-rational or technical solutions to the problems copfroriting

American educators. Wise .argues that this phenomenon iiises from over
V

reliance on rationalistic and bureaucratic models of school

T-
organization. He presents the assumptions of the rationalistic model

by inclu4ng Corwin's f1975) list'of assumptions underlying the model:

1. Organizations have clear'-cut goals' that a-re'

un erstood and subscribed to by the members.

*4.

^

2. Activities ate planned.

3. Activities are closelyNcoordinated.

4. The necessary informatdon is available for making

I.the informed decisions necessary to achieve the

goals.

5. Official; have sufficient control.over the

'
2
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*
.organization to ensurc compliance wit long-range

plans.

,

Wise goes on to raise questions about these basic assumpeions:

Even these most basic assumptions are contradicted'

by the normal'operation of s.chools. ichools.do not
'

have c1C-cut gotls that are underst od and subscribed

to by all. Goals are multiple, vague, general, and

contradictory, and are given different interpretations

by different school personnel whQ inevitably choose

the goals to w

Y

ich they subscribe: School activities

ne/may be plan ,d or unplanned; coordinated er uncoordinated.

'Information (scientific or other) to make informed

decisions may or may'not exist.And, so far, mechanisms

of control in schools have not ensured compliance with

long-range plans. (p. 89) ,

Wise continues by taking on the,bureaucratic model as it might

'apply to schools. Ag'ain he cites'Corwin& list of assumptions

implicit in the bureaucratic model,of organizations:

Domination-subOrdinatiop, the division of labor, clique

structure, and group siz.e are all concepts central to'

,

this model, althougli they are .not unique to it. The'

bureaucratic ideal-type presumes goal consensus. Power

is centralized, authority is based on expertise as well

as incumbency of offi.ce, there is close-knit coordinatio

and extensive planning, and the components of prganizati n

'are highlY interdependent. Bureaucracies can be relativsly

autonomous and impervious to outside attempts to influenqe. J



,

them, alth.wugh in a larger sense they are'product of

,.society.

Finally, Wise points out j.jxt Tlow dramatically schools depart from

this model:.

Consensu on goals is lacking. Formal power may be

centralized, but its influence at the classroom level

attenuated. Auttapity.residing in the administration

tends to be based on position rather than special

expertise; the scientific management movements hnve been

a searCh for spedial expertise. Increasingly, analysts

question whether sihools are ar can be cjosely coordinated,

what the effects of planning are, and how interdependent

the componenbs ot school organization are. (p. 90)-

The rational bureaucratic model critiqued by'Wise implies a

st,rategy for securing the compliance of teachers and students with the

goals of the public schools. The advice to create sehools with clear

rules 'and kocedures is but one specific element of that rational

bureaucratic model. Thus if.we are to take seriouslise's cL.itque

of the application of the rational bureaucratic model to schools, we

r-
must question the creation and elaboration of systems of ru-les---and----

regulations in schools. The dilemma is'hoW to coqstruct a system to

g)overn student and teacher performance.tthat is at the same ti lear
1

and just without becoming overly bbrehucratic and pseudo or

'

hyperratiOnal.
4

This paper reports on two strategies employed by school

administrators to obtain compliance in public schools. These
* r

strategies are examined in terms of their most concrete expressip in

k
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school rules for behavior and performance. Nearly twenty years before

Wise's (1979) warning about the growth of pseudo-rational processes in

school governance, Etizioni (1961, 1975) observed that public schools

traditionally have relied on what he termed normative or moral bases

to secure compliance and only secondar:ily on coercive rational bases.

The present analysis considers school rules that are rationally based
4

and pays Particular attention to those Which are normatively based.

The former are referred to as comparativ f rules, while the latter are

terMed definitive rules.
/0

Comparative and Definitive Rules

The use of comparative rules b.y teachers and administrators in

schools involveg the rational processes which have come to

increasingly dominate.the management of educational organiiations.

Rules are comparative in form when they juxtapose some student

behavior with some o'rganizational response, thereby defining the

operating exchange relationship. Consider the rule:

Students who are tardy for class more than three

times must stay for detention one day for each

time they are tardy.

This is a comparative rule. It a4 specifies a student.behavior or

\pertormance (Students who are tardy for class morethan three 'times );

br'specifies an organizational resiSonse (detention); and c) a rate of

exchange (one day for each time they are tardy).

This rule gives students a clear notion of what kind of behavior

is undeSirable, and a clear idea of what they can expect if they

engage in the behavior. As such it satisfies demands for clear

5



systems of rules for student conduct in school.

DefinitivesrUles, in contrast to comparative rules, do not rely

on the specification Of negativostudent behavior, an organizational

response, or an exchange relation. Instead, definitive rules are

based on a welldefined image of the school as an institution with a

special social meaning having member's with special identities.

Instead of comparing negative student performance with an

institutional response, definitive rules define the institution and ,

its members. Definitive rules avoid specifying a negative student

performance by emphasizing the nature of performance characteristic of

the organization and its members. Definitive rules avoid specifying a

particular organizational iYesponse or penalty by emphasizing that the

most important implication of failure to perform in a manner

characteristic of the organization and its members is loss of,.,\

flJ

d07
membership. Finally, definitive rules involve-no exchange formula.°

Sources of Data

To further in-iestigate the use of definitive rules in public

school settings data from No originally separate studies was

reanalyzed. The first study was designed to investigate the effects

of the procedures.used in the evaluation of teacher performance in six

middle schoola in the inner city of a large midwestern metropolitan

area'. (deCharms and Natriello, 1981) As part of the larger study,,,

members of the research team spent at least one day a week in each of

the schools observing principals, teachers, and students for a period

of five months. The field notes from observations at one of the six

. middle schools, Darwin, are' Teanalyzed to examine the operation of

6
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definiiive rules.

The second tdy was designed to investigate the effects of the

procedures used in the evaluation of student performance ang behavior

on student disengagement\in four sufurban high schools in the same

major metropolitan area.'(Natriello, 1982) As part of this'study ail

of the administrators and 25% of the teachers were Interviewed at each

school. The data from one of these four schools,yashington High, are

reanalyzed here. In addition, interview and observation data from one

of the teachers at another of the four schools, Jefferson High, are

reanalyzed to provide a closeup look-at the use.of definitive rules

in a single classroom.

Living Together at Darwin Middle School

Darwin Middle School is an overcrowded predominantely Black

,middle school (gradesl6 through 8) serving-a lower class nfighborhood

in the inner city?: At our initial observations Darwiin appeared to be

a school with few rules. For example, despite the movement of

students required in a middle school of Over 500 students,'the

principal of Darwin refrained from instituting a system of bells to

regulate passing betyeert
..classesar-gui.x.g ,t-ha.t--the-2-teaehers----in- the

gtade level teams should have the flexibility to workOut their omn
-

,..arrangements regarding the length'of p'Iriods and changing classrooms.

The principal merely articulated ae general goal of smooth quiet

passing and let his subordinates work,out arrangements. This'

particular example'is indicative of the principal!s general approach

which is based 'on delegating responsibility to teachers whom he

assumes tq be competent.

9
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,

his same approach etends to his dealings with students. The

,

. principal spent' a great deal of tiie and effort settini; up ' ..

-

extracusricular activities designed to incrd-ase student pride in the

rschool. For example, the school had a basketball team that played
^

once a week, and the principal mad-e sure tbey had uniforms and staff

support. This was rare for'middle scliools in
41t

he district and
,

contributed to the overall goal of creating a school that would be a
1

special place.
-

.

In a letter to parents the priricipal wrote:

The Darwin Middle School staff,shares a great amount

of enthusiasm and dedication'of purpose to make our

middle school the envy of our school system. It is

our sincere hope that our zeal and enthusiasm will

become contagious affecting our students, parents,

:

friends, and community alike.

Tte principal devoted a grea't deal of time and attention to acitivities
r

designed to do just that, to make the school a special place,
I

di;tinctive among the 23 middle schools in the city

At the same time 'he took a more casual attitude to the kinds of

traditional compliance Processe1 recently emphasized by those

interested in, accountability. For example, the principal reported
:

that he "does not really do observations" of teachers required as part

of the district's evaluation procedures. Moreover, he noted that

although he was supposed to evaluate probationary teachers every ten

weeks (more frequently than non-proproationary teachers) he didn't

find out who was probationary and who was noCuntil well into the

school year, past the initial ten week period. Teachers confirmed

8
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, this report, noting thaf he, really left them alone:

Thp principal also adopted a fairly c sual attitude in regard to

standardized testing of students, anothcr accountaloittl-y measure

receently 'emphasized. AI. one point he4ioted that if he really

pressured teachers,about standardized test scores they would only

chea't.

Despite the principal's casual Ittitude toward comparative rules

and-compliance measures, he set clear directions for student

pertormance. He told a story that illustrated his approach:

One day I followed 'a group of eighth graders on their

way home. ,On the way I saw them get into a fight.
v.

The next day I visited their clasisroom to talk

to them about it and told them "maybe we don't need

an eighth grade progfam for graduation." After this

a little girl spoke up, "Mr. Darst, I ride the bus."

I simply replied, "We rive together, we die together."

He emphasized this kind of group or collective responsibility in many

of his dealings with students. It was consistent with his stress on

the school as a special place and the students as special people by

virtue of their shared membership in the school.

1D:.t.wj.n Middle-School enjoyed relatively high student attendance

and reasonabligood studAt test scores given the difficult/croup of

students. The approach of the principal illustrates at the middle

school level some of the practices that we refered to as definitive

rules, stressing the identity of the school and its students, while

placing less reliance on individual accountability through defining

the exchange of behavior for sanctiols.

9
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Setting Expectations at Washington High Schoo4

Washington High School is one o four senior high schoors in *a

largOksuburban school district in a major midwest metropolitan area.

The school serves an upper middle class community and is generally

regarded as one of the leading public schools in the arca. The

students at Washington perform above the national means in both the

verbal and math sections of the Scholastic Aptitude Test and over

two-thirds.of the students plan to continue their education beyond

high school.
A

Administrators and teachers interviewed at Washington were quick

to point 'At that the" school places very little emphasis on ruled and

regulations like those identified here as comparitive rules. Instead

administrators at the school rely on a"model of what they refer to as

the "teacher as a professional." Administrators argued that a great

many specific rules take the onus off the teachers. One of the

teachers spoke instead of guidelines and the principal's expectations

and explained that "You're hir:C-517g-e"you're good, the best, a

professional" and you receive "professional respect."

(

As part of this model of the teacher as a professiona), teachers

are very involved.in constantly,defining criteria and standards for

students. Administrators and teachers alike reported that this

function was very actively performed by the various departments under

the direction of department chairpersons. Noting.this, an

administrator added, "I don't want an Army manual." 'Teachefs appeared

to work hard and td be very involved in trying to develop shared

conceptions about appropriate student performance.

The primary strategy for obtaining student compliance was

10
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Uicr d by administrators and teachers as "*settingexpettaeións." ,

'Thib process is viewed gs dt,tinctly different from establishing rules
_ . .

and regulations like those we have termed comparative. For exatple;

one admiriistrator argued that:

A big mistake is defining bvhavior. People tend to.

-gravitate toward a minimal &cceytakle behavior. It's

important for us to use nebulous expectations. to

deal in generaliti,es.

Another administrator described this as a process of not specifying

minimum behavior and just setting high standards. 'A specific

illusCration was provided by a teacher who told of a student

misbehaving in the halld

There is no written policY1 If a student is not

doing what's pected in,the,hall, the student is

told,,"that's t expected:"
11

An "impOrtant feature ,01 this strategy of "setting expectations"

c

appears ko be discussing those 'expectations without mentioning

eonsequences. This is in contrast to the form of kipmparative rules

which sQecify the consequences of student misbehavior. One teaciler-,:.--

,
, .

,
.

.,.....

explafned that the policy vat to emPnasize expectations and a Pbsitive

Attitude in the entire school; Another teacher added that Ole

, '',
n'administ.ration accents,the positive to the poibt where the i(ids cion!t

,
, ,.- .

.

believeit,,,but tOytO'live up to it just to hear it."
.

. It61' ', ,

Th4"standdidetformance were quite high. One,teaCher,-

/
while discussing.S4A40441.S, noted that "the administration does not

like to set rules,,'hut,the9. want it understood." StilL another.

Y

teacher spoke.of a "hidde'n message" from the administration: "don't

11
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take any crap, don't tolerate it."

The strategy Of setting expectations appeared oVer and dveT agal.n

in o,ur i teritiews at Washington High. This strategy is unwritten:

There i no student handbook. But a variety of activities serve to

convey it. Administrators pointed to class meetings at tire start of'

the year and schooi-wide meetings with students.. They 4,41s0 discussed

an annual review of their approach to students conducted by

administrators in August. They,noted that faculty input was

a
encdtraged in this., process. One administrator explained that this

%

approach has evolved slowly in the 13 years since the-opening of the

school.

The process of settifft expectations used by the administrators at

Washington High 4s usualLy quite subtle but understood. The varicis

characteristics of this approach are illustrated in an announcement

read on December 18, 1980 by the principal to the students of

Washington High over the intercom:

This evening
t,

and tomorrow evening...Washington High

will pre'sent its Thirteenth Annual Christmas 'Choral

Concert...All of yu are inviLed to'attend.

This program is always a highlight...Firt,

because of its quality -- and second, because

the special audience that attends.

a

More Washington graduates come back for the Chris

"Program than almost any other event.s..Some graduates,

and some parents, who will be here have seen al.]. of the

previous thirteen concerts. (No other activity has tlis

holding power year after year.)

12
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Because of the nature of the choral presentations

and because of the make-up of the dudience...a special

atmosphere is needed:

'With that in mind -- and so Washington students who are

'---)erforming will be able to do their very best work

I'd like to ask for your help.

If you attend the Chirstmas Choral Concert -- and are

sitting in the bleachers next to...or close by...

students fnom the junior high schools or elementary

scffools please take it upon vurself to ask them

-

to remain absolutely quiet --'and to not leave and

return during the program.

Ask them to meet the Washington standard of dignity

that you have established so well.

This menage to the students presents a clear image of standards

Wa

associated with a special'school and its special students, members in

the school.

The approach taken by the administrators and teachers at

Washington sigh is heavily reliant upon what we have identified as

definiti* rules. It avoi.ds whenever possible the type.of rules and

regulations we have labeled comparative. Although rhis approach seems

to be quite successful in encouraging student complianice, it is t14

without its dangers. As the principal put it, "If we ever had to go
a

to court, we would lose."

Becoming a Professional with Mrs. James

Mri. James was the theatre teacher at Jefferson High School,

4 13 i
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A"1m. .

another of tbe four high schools in the suburban district where.

Washington-High-was located. Mrs. James taught both acting arid stage
. .

Koduction classes and'directed the thetre yr gram of the school.- As
4c.

she euplained, she r a "production oriented ram." Mrs. James

\..

joyed great autonomy, at Jefferson High and had-the "trust of the

4 administt/tion." Students took.her classes aa Oective, and she thus

had control over their entry into er prograt. As she put it, "if

they skip once or twice they are dut. I don't have to have them."
-) ,

.

Aside from this rule, Mrs. James Mentioned no rules and
,

%regulations when we first spoke with her. However, as we spoke with

her further wlien we returned to observe her and interview her again,

an interesting paetern Ilifed. De pite the lack of any comparative

rules relating student performance to a teacher or school response,

there were very clear rules-of the definitive sort'.

These definitive rules revolvfd around the concept of a

"professional" in the theatre as projetted by Mrs. James. When we
.

asked about regulations regarding student behavior .particularly in

settings like the theatre and the stagecraft shops, Mrs. James replied

that the only thing she communicated to students we's to "Be a

Professional." She added, for example, that, "No actor yells at

another actor." Later she observed that in *theatre work it is

important for ,"everybody to know their job and what to do.".for things

to work properly. Since she structured the.schedule so that students

were in some kind of performance every two weeks, the audience or

potential audience was a great force in compelling students to perform

and behave to their best ability. In addition, she noted that "in the

theatre the whole person is looked atseveryday."
4

14.
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Mrs. James also discussed the importance for actors and theatre

students to learn to follow tr orders jf a director. She appointe

'student dirctors for each project and expetted pther students to ta

4A.
-direction well: Agdin, she stressed that this was part of the ,

J dr,

professionilism of an actor. .

0

Finally, Mrs. James explained that sinc-e the"theatre classes
/

t,

always invo,lvell group projects on productions, ancra great deal of

cooperation, there was a considerable amount of peer pressure on

, students to perform and behave well. She described her classes as

forming a "cohesive" and "very loyal" group.

Managing Thnough Comparative and D initive Rules

Our review of these three exam es of the use of definitive rules

permits us-to note more specifically the differences between

definitive rules and comparative rules. Figure 1 presents these

tdifferences in terms of sjx dimensions.

Figure 1 About Here

The first dimension, audience, refers to the target of the rules.

CompSrative rules take the individual as a target, while definitive

rules focus on the collective as a target. This is closely related to

(the second dimension, subject, which refers ro the content of the

15



rules. Comparative rules focus on undesirable or non-compliant

perfor 'ance, while definitive_iu.le's focus on desirable or compliant
1

pertormance. Becpuse comparative rules are covcerned with

non-complian-t performance they must Jocus on non-complying

individuals. De:finiti've rules concerned with compliant performance 4

concentraee on the normative performance of the collective. 6

The third dimthsion, form, refers to the appearance or

implementation of ruLes in organizations, Comparaiive rules take a

specific form, generally in writing. Definitive rules are more

diffuse) known by midst all'members, but, nowhere,conc_cetely evident.

The fourth dimension, sanctions, refers to the nature of the

rewards and penalties associated with compliance and non-coMpliance

with a rule. The sanctions for definiti've rules are liminal, that is,

they involve the,boundaries of membership in the organization. The

negative form of the tanction involves diminuition or loss of

membership in the organization, while the positive form involves

enhancement of membership. The sanctions for compara e rules are
ft

non-liminal, they do not involve the boundaries of Aembership. The

negative form of the sanction involves a specific penalty. The

positive form involves the absence of the specific penalty. Neither

carries implications for orgInizational membership.

The fifth dimehsion, responsibility, refers to the extent to

wAich individuals in organizations are required to make non-trivial

decisions regarding the order of'the organization. ''Comparative rules

require individuals to make relatively few non-trivial decisions.

Definitive rtiles,,ps'pointed out by the administrat,ors at Washington

High, require individuals to assume greater responsibility and

16
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partlepate in mak*g relatively more-ndntrivial decisions tntarding

the order of the organization.

The sixth dimerCsion, flexibility-, refers to the extenr*00,elich

managers of the organization 'can react to changin ,tircumstances by
1

changing the rules. sy t s of compara
.

irb rules
(

constrain managers

from making such changes, WhileApie initive r.gles permit considerable

0

_flexibility.

.These diffeiences, between comparative and definitive rules

suggest several reasons why school'administrators miicit shy away'ff'om

1111

employinglalborace sets of comparative rules. First, administering

comparative rules and rdgulations,quicki5- becoMes a complicated

business and tikes a great deal of admini.strative time. opt- example,

determining sanctions that ire appropriafe for specific aCts of

noncompliance and that fit appropriatly in a system of rules dealing

with many acts of noncompliance is a complicated imeconsuming

task. Of course, if the time it takes to handle every prohlem on AA

exception basis is great; then instituting comparative rules may

result in a savings of administrative time. If an organization can

maintain a community of consensus among participants and keep the

number of exceptions rOw, it is likely to be less time consuming to

deal with specific incidents one by one than to administer an

elaborate set of rules and procedures.

A second factor which appears to play a 'role in the avoidance of
0

comparative ruies is the nature of many school and studen, tasks.

Unlike .Lasks in productihn organizations, many school tasks are not

completely visible. .This is part,icularly true for academic tasks

where student wofk often takes place in the minds of stuscients

It
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(Natriello and.Dornbuseh, 1980). But it is also true for student

.behavior where administrators ag4 teachers often have incompley----

information on the flow of behavior.. As Galbraith (1973) notEis, rules

are usetul where activities are repetitive and.prEdictable, stAndare:
141r E 't

They are less useful where a"ctivites are more complex subject,to

change. In such cases iules lay inhibit Che necessary re-planning ir

reaction to.changing conditions. This need.is often expressed by

uc tors as a need to give. students and their problems personal and

individual attenvion and treatment. Non-educators sometimes vi.ew this

approaLli-as -emotional or selOp-headed. However, -the ar,proach may stem

0
more from the nature of sthoo and studtnt tasks than flow any sense

of emotional attachment to individual students. School taskg are

-
often too complex to be handled withegreat.dispatch according to

specifically pre-programmed rules.

The Effects of Comparative and Defitive Rules

Thus far we have suggested that school administrators might avoid

creating elaborate systems of comparative rules and instead'place some

emphasis on definitive rules because the latter are often easier to

manag,e and may be more flexible in responding- to\the relatiVe

unpredictibility of°sch6011kasks. Comments by the administrators at

Washington Hig.kt support this argument.

In this section we speculate on t e likely effects of comparative

and definitive rules on students a embers of the school

organization.A Neither,of our studAs provides data on this issue.

P
However,.we can develop certain arguments that might be ex/mined in

0

future studies.
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In examining the managernnt of compliance in educational
.

, i

. 1organizations, we are examining some of the processes which servt to

%
connect individuals to formal org.anizations. k laige number of

* t
...

. .

studies ue

fir

klizing a Wide variety o approaches have 0:amined the

rfactors which connect individuals to organizations. (Angle and Perry,

le'

1981; Vroom, 1964; Hrebiniak and Alutto, 1972; Buchanan, 1974; Porter,

et al., 1974; Kanter, 1968, Hirshman, 149) As Angre and Perry (1981)

point out, the dominant paradigm insthis area of organizatiional

research and theory views .organizations and their members in-an

4F

exchange relationship. The organization and member each require

tertain things of the other while providing something in return. It

is this kind of thinking thatbunderlies the analysis of organizational

factors related to school crime and violence in the Safe School Study.

This study, like most of the research based on the exchahe paradigm

tends to emphasize the problems

members from the organization.

of alienation and dilsengagement.
IS 4

4
f /The f3olicy implications.of such research 4pically take the form

of,improving the rational features of orgariizations in4prder to reduce

the alienation and disengagement 14 Members. Indeed, improved systems

of comparative rules and other rational measures may halt the decliAle

in commitment and sense of memberTtip in school organiations.

Schools perceived as just may force fewer students to become allenated

than schools perceived as unjust,.

What the literature on such rational features of organizations,

including schools, seems to pmit s consideration of the process by

which members may become more committed to organizations. Strategies

for enhancing cofamitment pr membership may be crucial to managing

19 -
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compliance in schools avd other organizations where taa,ks and

performance requirements are complex and unpredictable. An

--_adminis.4at,oxlat another of-thelour suburban,high schools which had

4

been 'Open only five years spoke of "creating enough student loyalty to

make it managable." The use of definitive rules may lead to enhanced

commitment among studtntS aud other TeMberS of organizations.

j

Conclusions
111

If comparative rules function to,conserve commitment and

definitive rules function to enhance commitment, both,may be necessary

for managing compliance in school organizations. An approach to

managing compliance which mixes bot,6 kinds of rules may be more

successful in achieving success and may avoid the kind of

hyperrationalization noted by Wise.

SucCessful school administrators may have 'developed an approach

to managing compliance characterized by what we have termed definitive

rules because of the tasks that schools attempt to accomplish.. A

substantial parC of school adminisjration involves the management of

, ,

what Dornbusch and Scott (1975) have referred to as-active tasks,

tasks low in goal clarity, predictability, and efficacy. The use

traditiohal compa ative rules is unlikely to be su cessful in such

envirgnments (Galbraith,. 1973) and may result hyperrationalization..

As other organizatripm-g shift from less active tasks of material

production to more active tasks of information management and

transfer, managers ma y profit from Ole approaches adopted by

educational administrators who have succeeded by combining.the use of

comparative and definitive approaches to obtaining coMpliance.
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..- Figure 1

Dimensions of Differences Between Comparative and Definitive Rules

Dimension
---

/

Comparative Rules Definitive Rules

Audience Individual Collectixe

..

.
. i

.

Subject Undesirable Desirable

Performance Performance
(Non-Compliance),. (Compliance)

Form Specific Diffuse
..

Sanctions Non-Liminal Liminal

A'
/ Responsibility Miinmized Maximized

Flexibility Miniqzed . Maximized

. /

,.

t

v)

4

It
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